This diagram is for use with the

**SNOWFLAKE TABLE RUNNER**  
**(6-POINTED STAR)**

project featured on our YouTube channel:

[YouTube.com/ShabbyFabrics](https://www.youtube.com/ShabbyFabrics)

We’ve used the Rock Candy pattern by Little Jaybird Quilts as the foundation for this project. This project **REQUIRES** the use of the Sidekick Ruler (JBQ202) by Little Jaybird Quilts.

Cut fabrics into 2½” strips. Use the Sidekick Ruler (referring to the cutting instructions included with the ruler) to cut fabrics as follows:

- **Background:** (18) diamonds  
  (72) 60° triangles
- **Fabric A:** (9) diamonds
- **Fabric B:** (9) diamonds
- **Fabric C:** (18) diamonds
- **Fabric D:** (18) diamonds
- **Fabric E:** (18) diamonds
- **Fabric F:** (18) diamonds

Follow the piecing instructions in the Rock Candy pattern through Step 2 of “Sew Table Topper.” From this point, you will no longer use the Rock Candy pattern to complete the project.

Make a total of (3) pieced snowflake blocks. Simply sew them together end to end, pressing seams open.

For the binding, cut (4) strips, 2½” × WOF, and piece together into one long strip. Fold binding in half lengthwise with wrong sides together and press. Sew binding to the front side of the table runner starting at any place. Turn the binding over and hand stitch to the back of the table runner.